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Mancala origin meaning

Wiktionarymancala (Noun) A generic name applied to various chart games in which a motion consists of emptying a kit and then, its sown one by one of the ensui pitsmancala (noun) an equation for Kalah, a mancala game invented in the USA at 1940FreeBaseMancala is a family of board games played around the world, sometimes called sowing games, or
count-and-capture games, describing the gameplay. The word mancala comes from the word Naqala Arab word meaning literally to move. No one exists with the mancala name; the name is a classification or game type. That word is used in Syria, Lebanon, and Egypt, but does not always apply to any game. More than 800 names in traditional games are
known, and nearly 200 toy inventories have been described. However, some names denote the same game, while some names are used for more than one game. Some of the most popular mancala games are: ⁕Bao's Kiswahili - all along the east coast of Africa, and an integral part of Swahili cultures; one of the most difficult games to learn because of its
rather complex rule ⁕Congkak – closed variants of South Asia from the Maldives of the Philippines, known by many different names ⁕Kalah - the only modern game, which has become a popular pastimeagram for MANCALA » How to pronounce MANCALA? How to tell MANCALA sign language? NumerologyChaldean NumerologyThe numerical value of
MANCALA in Chaldean Numerology is: 9Pythagorean NumerologyThe numerical value of MANCALA in Pythagorean Numerology is: 9Images &amp; Illustrations of MANCALA MANCALA#100000#140806#333333 - Select - 简体中⽂ (Chinese - Simplified) 繁體中⽂ (Chinese - Traditional) Español (Spanish) Esperanto (Esperanto) ⽇本語 (Japanese)
Português (Portuguese) Deutsch (German) ةيبرعلا  (Arabic) Français (French) Русский (Russian) ಕನಡ (Kannada) 한국어 (Korean) תירבע  (Hebrew) Gaeilge (Irish) Українська (Ukrainian) ودرا  (Urdu) Magyar (Hungarian) मानक िह दी (Hindi) Indonesia (Indonesian) Italiano (Italian) த  (Tamil) Türkçe (Turkish)  (Telugu) ภาษาไทย (Thai) Tiếng Việt
(Vietnamese) Čeština (Czech) Polski (Polish) Bahasa Indonesia (Indonesian) Românește (Romanian) Nederlands (Dutch) Ελληνικά (Greek) Latinum (Latin) Svenska (Swedish) Dansk (Danish) Suomi (Finnish) یسراف  (Persian) שידִיי  (Yiddish) հայերեն (Armenian) Norsk (Norwegian) English (English) Thanks for your vote! We really appreciate your support.
Type of game count and – capture Mankala redirects here. For a cooperative type in Finland, see Cooperative. Don't be confused with Obdala or Lake Manzala. Playing Bao in Zanzibar Mancala is a generic name for a family of spin players based on playing board strategies with pebbles, beans, or seeds and rows of holes or holes in the ground, a painting
or other surface play. The goal is to usually take all or some set of opponents' pieces. Versions of the game date back to the 7th century and evidence suggests the game exists in Ancient Egypt. He is among the oldest games still widely played today. Names and variants See also: Asian Sidast mancala Name is a classification or game type, rather than any
specific game. Some of the most popular mancala games (with consideration of distribution areas, the numbers of players and tournament, and publication) are: Alemungula, played in Sudan and Ethiopia. Ali Guli Mane or Pallanguzhi, played in Southern India. He also called Omanu Guntalu in Telugu, played in rural areas of Telangana, India. It is as well-
named vulnerable by the nyemba (lucazi) people distributed between southern Angola, in northern Namibia and Zambia also called opón ayno among the Yorubas in Nigeria. The Kiswahili Bao – played in most of Africa including Kenya, Tanzania, Comoros, Malawi, as well as some areas of DR Congo and Burundi. [1] Gebeta (Tigrigna: ገበጣ) - Ethiopia and
Eritrea, especially in Tigrai. Hoyito, played in the Dominican Republic kalah - The North American variation, the most popular variants in the Western world. Lamlameta, played in Ethiopia's Oware (awalé, aere, gone) – Ashanti, but played world-wide with close variants played throughout West Africa (e.g., ayo by Yorubas and speech by Igalas) and in the
Caribbean. [2] [3] [4] Corgool Toguz or Toguz kumalak - was played in Kyrgyzstan and Kazakhstan. Igisoro, played in Rwanda. A remarkable subtype of the mancala are the Asian Sidast mancalas such as the Malaysian congak, Indonesian conglact or agree, and Filipino sungka, among others. They differ from other types of mancala in that player's store is
included in the placing of the tablet. The most common type has seven holes for each player, in addition to the play store holes. This version contains identical rules throughout its range. But there are also many variations and amounts of both holes and rules by region. Sometimes more than one version can play in one locality. [5] Although more than 800
names of traditional mancala games are known, some names denome the same game, while some names are used for more than one game. Nearly 200 modern inventory versions were also being described. The story of Pitime branded presumed to be former Gebeta (i.e. mancala) boards the base of a Aksum steel, Axum, Ethiopia's 10th century ivory from
Muslim Spain Evidence of the game discovered in Israel in the city of Gedera in a Roman bathouse where pottery frames and stone cuts were dating back to between 2nd and 3rd century AD. Among other evidence early in the game is fragments of a pottery painting and several stone cutters have been found in the Aksomi area of Matara (in Eritrea) and
Yeha (in Ethiopia), which are dated by akeologists in between 6th and 7th centuries; The game was mentioned by Giyorgis of Segla in his 14th century Ge'ez text mysteries to the sky and Earth, where he refers to a game called qarqis, a term used in Ge'ez to refer to both Gebet'a (mancala) and Sant'araz (erase ball, Etyyopian chess). [summons needed] [6]
Likewise in Aspects of the game of agricultural activity and the absence of a need for specialized equipment present the possibility to intrigued that it might date to the beginnings of civilization itself; however, there is little verifyable evidence that the game is greater than over 1,300 years. Some purpote evidence from the graffiti of the Kurna Temple in Egypt,
as Parker reported by Parker in 1909 and Murray in his history at council-Game other than Chess. However, accurate dating of this graffiti seems to be available, and what designs found by modern scholars generally resemble common games in the Roman world, rather than anything like mancala. [summons needed] The games existed in especially
Eastern Europe. In the Baltic area, it was once very popular (Bohnenspiel); in Bosnia, where he is called Barnes-Barnes and he always played today; Serbia; and Greece (Mandoli, Cyclades). Two mancala tables from the early 18th century are to be found at Weikersheim Castle in southern Germany. [7] In western Europe, it never caught on, but it was
documented by Oxford University Timor Thomas Hyde. [8] The United States has a larger mancala population playing. A traditional game called Lagera was always played in Louisiana in the early 20th century, and a commercial version named Kalah became popular in the 1940s. In Cape Verde, mancala is known as the US. He played on the islands and
brought to the United States by cape Verdean immigrants. He played on that day in the Verdean Cape community in New England. Recent studies on mancala regulations have given insight into the distribution of mancala. This distribution has been linked to road migration, which may be back several hundred years. [9] The etcology of the word of God
( ةلقنم ) comes from the Arabic word naqala ( ةلقن ) meant literally to move. [10][11][12] No one game exists with the name mancala; the name is a classification or game type. That word is used in Syria, Lebanon, and Egypt, but doesn't always apply to any one game, and is used for backgammon in the ancient east. Mancala is a game that first appeared in
SriChch, and later, the former near the east. [13] Most General Games mancala games share a common general game game. The starting players don't put a certain amount of pills, prescribed for the game in particular, in each of the holes on the game board. A player can count the rocks to draw the game. A spin consists of removing all seeds in a hole,
sowing the seeds (putting one in each of these holes in sequence) and capturing based on the state of the table. The object of the game is to plant the pill in the bank. This leads to the English phrase counting and removing sometimes used to describe the gameplay. Although the details differ greatly, this general sequence applies to all games. If players in
capturing fashion, once a player ends up turning them into a gaps on their own side, they take the opponent's pieces directly across. Once captured, the player becomes the their own banks. After capturing, the opponent forfeited a turn. Equipment A swan-shaped Malaysian board congak in the National Museum of Malaysia A corgool painting with balls,
Kyrgystan Equipment is typically a painting, constructed of various materials, and a range of holes arranged, usually two or four. The materials include clay and other shaped materials. Some games are more often played and holes dug into the ground, or four in stone. Holes can be referred to as depression, pits, or homes. Sometimes, the big holes at the
end of the board, called stores, are used to hold the pieces. Playing the pieces are grains, beans, stones, stone sterilities, half marbles or other alotted counts that put them in and transfer over their holes during play. Board configurations vary among different games, but also in variations of a given game; for example Endodoi played on frames from 2×6 to
2×10. The largest is Tchouba (Mozambique) with a chart of 160 (4×40) holes that require 320 grass; and Bulk Gehé (Tanzania), played on longer range with up to 50 holes (a total of 2×50 = 100) and using 400 pills. The most minimalist variants are Nano-Wari and Micro-Wari, created by the Bulgaria's ethnological Asian Popova. The Nano-Wari tablet has
eight seeds in just two holes; Micro-Wari has a total of four pills in four holes. With a two-ranked chart, players are usually regarded as controlling their respective sides of the table, although movements often are made to the side of the opponent. With a four-rank table, players control an inner range and an outward row, and the player's tablet will remain in
those closest rows from unless the opponents capture them. The goal goal in most two- and three-row mancala games is to take more stone than the opponent; in four row games, one usually seeks to leave the opponent with no legal movements or sometimes takes all countries in their front row. At the start of a player's turn, they pick a hole with grass that
will sow around the board. This selection is often limited to holes on the current play side of the table, as well as holes with a certain amount of seeds. Awale plays through a process known as sowing, all the grass from a clump to fall one-by-one of subsequent holes in a motion wrapped around the board. Sowing is a apt name for this activity, since not only
are many games traditionally played with seeds, but putting one's seeds at a time of different zinc reflecting the physical act of sowing. If the action is suspended after dropping the pill last season, the game is regarded as a game it will be single. Multiple laps or sowing dial is a frequent feature of mancala games, although not universal. When relay sowing, if
the last seeds while sowing in a busy hole, all that's in this hole, including the last sown seed, they immediately re-sown out of the hole. The process usually will continue until sowing ends in a blank hole. Another common way of multiple mouths are when final sown are in your designated holes. Many games from the Indian subcontinent use pussa laps
kanawa. These are like standard multilips, but instead of continuing the movement and what's the last full hole, a player will proceed with the next hole. A pussakanawa lapp will then finish when a reading will end just before a gaps. If a player finishes his rock with a point movement he gets a free spin. Capture Depending on the last hole of a he will, a player
can capture rocks from the table. The exact conditions for capture, as well as facts and stone capture, vary considerably among games. Typically, a capture requires the sowing end of a hole with a certain amount of rocks, ending across the board of rocks in specific configurations, or landing in a gaps adjacent to a opponent's hole that contains one or more
pieces. Another common way of capturing is to capture the rocks that reach a certain amount of grass at any moment. Also, several games include the notion of capturing holes, and so all seeds sowing over a captured hole made at the end of the game to the player who captured it. Psychology like other board games, mancala games have led to
psychological study. Retschitzki studied the mental processes used by players astraled. [14] Some of Restchitzki's findings on memory and problem solving have recently been simulated by Fernand Gobet and the CHREST computer model. [15] De Voogt studied the psychology of Bao Play. [16] See also Abstraction Strategy Game Spotting Game Portal
List of mancala game Olympiad Olympiad § Reference Awari^ Hyde (1694), pp 226-232^ Oware. BoardGameGeek. ^ Oware - Play all over the world. www.oware.org. ^ African Games of Strategy: A Teaching Manual. African Studies Program, the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champagne. February 7, 1982 – via Google Books. ^ de Voogt, Alex (2010).
Philippine Sungka and Cultural Contacts in Southeast Asia (PDF). Asian ethnology. 69 (2): 333–342. ^ Pankhurst, Richard (2005). Gäbäṭa. At Uhlig, Siegbert Von (Ed.). Airport encyclopedia: D–Ha. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz Verlag. p. 598. ISBN 3-447-05238-4. ^ Afrostyle Magazine. www.afrostylemag.com. Retrieve 2018-01-17. ̲ Thomas Hyde, De Lydia
Timoribus [East Game, 2 Vol.] (Oxford University Press, 1694). reference to Hyde's discussion of mancala and other games of Vesna Biki Cbe and Jasna Vukovi c, Reconsidering Game Board: Mancala of the Balkans, International Journal of History of Sports 27/5 (March. 2010): 798–819. Download Citation ^ Peek, Philip M.; Yankah, Kwesi (March 7, 2004).
African Folklore: An encyclopedia. ISBN 978113594873 – via Google Books. ^ English words from Arabic. zompist. Retrieved 2015-12-03. ^ Mancala. Lexbook. Archived from the original on 2015-12-08. Retrieved 2015-12-03. ^ Cannon, Garland; Kaye, Alan S. (1994). Arabic contributions in the English language: a historical dictionary. Wiesbaden:
Harrassowitz. 81. ISBN 3-447-03491-2. Retrieved 2015-12-03. Meyers, Eric M.; Research, The American School of Orientation (February 7, 1997). Encyclopedia of Oxford in Archaeology in the Near East. Oxford University Press. ISBN 9780191512160 – via Google Books. ^ Retschitzki, J. (1990). The strategy of Gamers d'Aelelee. Paris: Herdition to
L'Harmattan. ISBN 2738406173. ᘂ Gobet, F. (2009). Using a mental architecture to address the question of universally mental in cross-cultural psychology: the example of awaling. Journal of Lacroix - Cultural Psychology. 40 (4): 627–648. doi:10.1177/002202210935186. S2CID 145345443. ᕼ Voogt, A. J. De (1995). Limitation of the Idea: Towards a
Characteristic of Bao Mastership. Leiden: Publication CNWS. Further reading Wikimedia Commons has media related to Mancala. Erickson, Jeff (1998). SowIng Game. Game of No Chance. Cambridge University Press. Russ, Larry (2000). Complete the Mancala Game Book. New York: Marlowe. Townshend, Philip (1979). Mankala African from
Anthropological Perspective. The Tide of Anthropology. 20 (4): 794–796. doi:10.1086/202380. JSTOR 274168. S2CID 143060530. Deledicq, A. &amp;&amp; A. Popova (1977). Wari et solo. When the gameplay of African calculations. Paris: Cedic. Murray, H.J.R. (1952). A History of Board-Games other than Chess. Oxford At The Clarendon Press. Vilshend,
P. (1982). Bao (Mankala): The Swahili ethic of African idiom. Paidouma. 28: 75–191. JSTOR 41409882. Voogt, A.J. De (1997). Mancala Board Game. British Museum Press: London. Retrieved from
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